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VISION & MISSION

CHAIRMAN &
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VISION: WWF-Hong Kong is working to transform Hong Kong into Asia's most sustainable city.

MISSION: WWF is one of the world's most respected conservation organisations, with a network 
active in more than 100 countries. WWF's mission is to stop the degradation of the planet's 
natural environment and to build a future in which humans live in harmony with nature, by:

●	 Conserving	the	world's	biological	diversity

●	 Ensuring	that	the	use	of	renewable	natural	resources	is	sustainable

●	 Promoting	the	reduction	of	pollution	and	wasteful	consumption.
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WWF-Hong Kong’s mission is to transform Hong Kong into Asia’s most sustainable city. This mission comes to life 
through our vision – conserving nature by reducing pollution, promoting environmentally responsible consumption 
and enhancing nature education. 

Our vision for Hong Kong is within reach, but we need to act with urgency. As the world moves closer to the estimated 
climate	tipping	point,	we	must	renew	our	courage	and	step	up	our	efforts	to	protect	our	home	for	the	next	generations.

Partnerships	are	vital	to	bringing	our	sustainable	vision	to	life:	they	influence	sustainability	strategies,	government	
policies and conservation action across Hong Kong. Businesses and corporations that demonstrate their commitment 
to sustainability through their actions, contributions and support for conservation programmes are increasingly 
critical to a climate-friendly future.

In that spirit, we are pleased to present to you our
2022	Corporate	Partnerships	Report.	

Let us walk towards a greener future, together.
Nicole Wong 

Chief Executive Officer, 
WWF-Hong Kong

 Daniel R Bradshaw
Chairman, Executive Council of 

WWF-Hong Kong
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OUR WORK WITH
THE CORPORATE SECTOR 

WWF’s CORPORATE PARTNERSHIPS
Our cooperation with partners is based on a common 
understanding of issues, shared ambitions or activities, and a 
willingness to speak out in public. In general, we distinguish 
three types of partnerships with companies: 

1. Driving sustainable business practices;

2.	Communications	and	awareness	raising;	and

3.	Philanthropic	partnerships.	

Driving sustainable 
business practices

Philanthropic 
partnerships

Our bilateral partnerships aim to deliver direct conservation results 
on key issues or in priority places by changing practices throughout 
a company’s operations and value chain. These intend to reduce the 
major environmental impacts of some of the world’s largest companies, 
achieve conservation results that would not otherwise be possible, and 
influence	related	sectors	and	markets.

The second way that WWF partners with business is by raising 
awareness of key environmental issues and mobilizing consumer action 
through communications and campaigns (including cause-related 
marketing campaigns). These partnerships also aim to highlight the 
beauty and uniqueness of WWF’s priority places and species. This 
approach	includes,	for	example,	consumer	actions	to	encourage	the	
purchase	of	sustainable	products	such	as	MSC-certified	fish,	or	results	in	
companies supporting campaigns that inspire action in favour of special 
places such as the Arctic or endangered species like the tiger.

The	third	approach	is	articulated	through	specific	programmes	with	
companies to fund conservation projects and the institutions that deliver 
them.	Philanthropic	relationships	with	companies	raise	money	for	the	
conservation of key places and species, and the capability and tools to 
deliver such conservation impact. 

WWF partners on a philanthropic or awareness-raising level with companies that are undertaking substantial 
action to improve their sustainability performance, or that have negligible environmental impacts. 

As this report shows, many partnerships with companies use a combination of these approaches.

WWF works with companies to achieve our conservation goals. NGO and company partnerships involve engaging 
in constructive dialogue while challenging each other with real issues. As such, they involve opportunities and 
risks for both parties. At WWF, we manage the risks by having clear guidelines and criteria in place, including a 
due	diligence	process.	In	all	relationships,	we	maintain	and	exercise	the	right	to	public	commentary.

Communications and 
awareness-raising
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We share our planet with millions of species 
of	plants	and	animals.	This	complex	web	of	
life provides the natural systems we depend 
on – including water, clean air, fertile soils 
and a stable climate. These are essential to 
providing food, medicines and materials, 
and supports millions of jobs. 

But our planet’s wildlife is in crisis – The 
2020	global	Living	Planet	Index	shows	an	
average 68% fall in monitored populations 
of mammals, birds, amphibians, reptiles 
and	fish	between	1970	and	2016.	The	illegal	
and unsustainable trade of wildlife is one 
of the major threats contributing to this 
alarming	extinction	rate.

 

“IT TAKES A NETWORK TO
DISMANTLE A NETWORK” 
LIVIA ESTERHAZY,
CHAIR OF THE WWF ASIA PACIFIC GROWTH 
STRATEGY (APGS) AND CEO OF WWF-NEW 
ZEALAND.

WILDLIFE
ILLEGAL WILDLIFE TRADE
The	emergence	of	the	COVID-19	pandemic	
brought an added urgency to tackle the 
illegal wildlife trade (IWT) as a matter of 
public health and safety. The pandemic 
has	shown	us	the	extreme	costs	of	diseases	
originating in wildlife which can shut down 
societies, disrupt supply chains, cause 
tremendous economic losses and endanger 
human lives.

Across our global network, WWF is 
engaging strategic partners and the 
business sector to combat illegal trade 
and encourage sustainability in the legal 
trade. Hong Kong is the home base for   
WWF’s	Asia-Pacific	Counter-IWT
Hub.	Our	expert	team	works	hard	
to educate, engage, and empower 
stakeholders to combat IWT. We are 
also proud to collaborate with United 
For Wildlife to establish a cross-sector 
task force on IWT. This task force 
brings together representatives from 
various backgrounds, including trade 
associations, business professionals, and 
government agencies, to disrupt and 
reduce IWT in the region. 

Ensuring the world’s 
most iconic species, 
including tigers, 
rhinos, and elephants, 
are secured and 
recovering in the wild.

© James Morgan / WWF
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MOBILISING THE FINANCIAL SECTOR 
ACAMS-WWF Ending Illegal Wildlife 
Trade Professional Certificate Course

WWF	has	joined	forces	with	ACAMS,	the	largest	
global	membership	organisation	dedicated	to	fighting	
financial	crime,	to	create	a	course	to	empower	and	
engage	financial	professionals	to	contribute	to	ending	
the illegal wildlife trade. 

Illicit	cash	from	the	illegal	wildlife	trade	flows	through	
the	global	financial	systems	into	the	hands	of	criminal	
networks embroiled in arms, drugs and people 
trafficking.	Each	financial	transaction	along	these	trade	
chains presents an opportunity to counter, intercept, 
and	disrupt	this	harmful	trade	if	financial	professionals	
are equipped with the skills to do so. 

Course	participants	gain	expertise	to:

1. Understand the illegal wildlife trade and its 
consequences

2.	Understand	the	financial	elements	of	how	wildlife	
crime manifests

3.	Identify	organisational	risks	and	exposure	to	the	
Illegal Wildlife Trade

4.	Examine	existing	typologies	and	red	flags	along	with	
global case studies

Since September 2021, 5300 individuals have been 
trained globally, demonstrating high interest and 
demand	for	this	knowledge	from	the	financial	sector.

ACAMS AND ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK 
PARTNERSHIP 
In 2021, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) adopted the 
course	co-created	by	ACAMS	and	WWF	as	part	of	their	
Trade	and	Supply	Chain	Finance	Program	(TSCFP).	Since	
2009,	the	TSCFP	has	supported	$47.5	billion	in	trade	across	
33,093	transactions	(65%	SME-related),	demonstrating	the	
enormous potential of this collaboration to intercept illicit 
money	flows	tied	to	the	illegal	wildlife	trade.

The	course	is	offered	free	of	charge	to	TSCFP’s	partner	
banks in 22 developing member countries. A webinar to 
launch this partnership on 2 August 2021 was attended by 
over	300	participants	demonstrating	significant	interest	in	
this	topic	from	the	financial	sector.

ACAMS

CONSERVATION FOCUS OF PARTNERSHIP
Wildlife

CONSERVATION FOCUS OF PARTNERSHIP
Wildlife

TAKING ACTION IN THE
TRANSPORTATION SECTOR 
Shipping Sector

“LEGITIMATE TRANSPORT SERVICES 
HAVE BEEN EXPLOITED BY WILDLIFE 
TRAFFICKERS TO MOVE CONTRABAND 
FROM SOURCE TO MARKET; AND 
CONTAINER SHIPPING IS BY FAR THE MOST 
WIDELY CHOSEN METHOD OF TRANSPORT 
FOR LARGE QUANTITIES OF ILLICIT 
WILDLIFE PRODUCTS – SUCH AS ELEPHANT 
IVORY, PANGOLIN SCALES, PROTECTED 
TIMBER AND A VARIETY OF MARINE 
SPECIES.” 
RICHARD SCOBEY
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, TRAFFIC

TRAFFIC

View	further	details	of	the
ACAMS	training

A	significant	challenge	in	tackling	wildlife	trafficking	stems	
from the diversity of actors involved in the supply chain: 
custom brokers, shippers, freight forwarders, agents, 
insurers, customers, inspection companies and more. 
Roundtables	bringing	together	industry	stakeholders	are	a	
vital tool to overcome this.

In coordination with United for Wildlife, WWF organised 
Hong	Kong	specific	roundtables	on	IWT	with	the	shipping	
sector.		WWF	and	TRAFFIC,	in	partnership	with	the	
United for Wildlife Transport Taskforce, also launched the 
Red	Flag	Indicators	compendium.	This	global	tool	aims	
to equip those on the front line of the shipping sector to 
detect suspicious cargo through risk assessments. These 
round tables have served as an essential launchpad for the 
compendium in the region.

View	the
full compendium
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STARTING UP
TECH SECTOR ENGAGEMENT 
The world’s most endangered species are under 
threat from an unsuspecting source—the Internet.

Advances in technology and connectivity worldwide, 
combined with rising buying power and demand for 
illegal wildlife products, have increased the ease of 
exchange	from	poacher	to	consumer.	As	a	result,	an	
unregulated online market allows criminals to sell 
illegally obtained wildlife products across the globe. 
Purchasing	elephant	ivory,	tiger	cubs,	and	pangolin	
scales is as easy as click, pay, ship.

Shutting down the global online illegal wildlife trade 
requires an integrated, international solution. WWF 
and partners are collaborating with companies across 
continents to unite the industry to reduce online 
wildlife trafficking.  

The	Coalition	is	convening	dialogues	between	
partners to share lessons learned and best 
practices.	As	wildlife	experts,	WWF,	TRAFFIC,	and	
International Fund for Animal Welfare also provide 
companies with updated global and regional trade 
trend data, training materials, policy guidance, and 
educational information to help users spot illegal 
products. WWF Hong Kong is aiming to unite the 
tech sector to reduce illegal wildlife trade through 
web-based platforms.

AML ANALYTICS QEELIN

CONSERVATION FOCUS OF PARTNERSHIP
Wildlife conservation

CONSERVATION FOCUS OF PARTNERSHIP
Wildlife

WWF’S PARTNERSHIP WITH AML ANALYTICS  
WWF has joined hands with AML Analytics to develop 
a	ground-breaking	Red	Flag	Test	solution	designed	
to carry out an on-the-spot transaction monitoring 
system health check. AML Analytics is a global leader 
in	the	RegTech	industry,	specialised	in	the	testing	
and validation of sanction screening and transaction 
monitoring technologies used by financial institutions 
in the regulated sector for protection against the risks 
associated with financial crime. With WWF, AML 
Analytics’ innovative tests will identify vulnerabilities in 
a transaction monitoring system’s alerting capabilities 
and	will	validate	Red	Flags	associated	with	the	illegal	
wildlife trade providing the financial industry a thorough 
understanding on how to better detect illicit activity.

Since 2018, Qeelin has been collaborating with WWF 
to improve the natural habitat of pandas in Qinling, 
to restore the bamboo forests, and to establish better 
frameworks for their management and protection.

The	Qeelin	Panda	Conservation	Initiative	aims	
to restore and improve these fragile yet crucial 
habitats. This is especially pertinent in the 
bridging areas that serve as a panda corridor 
between nature reserves. Qeelin will also engage 
local communities and forest farms to help provide 
better management and protection to more than 
10,000 hectares of panda habitat.

Invasive human activity and natural disasters 
have contributed to the declining quality of the 
panda’s	habitat.	Pandas	are	struggling	to	survive	
in increasingly fragmented areas. Some are 
almost completely isolated from larger, more 
viable communities, decreasing the chances of 
reproduction. Adding to this is the fact that 46% of 
wild giant panda habitats are managed outside of 
nature reserves. They suffer from a lack of resources, 
know-how and a lower protection status.

This three-year project includes field studies, 
bamboo replantation, habitat management, 
staff training, development of panda-friendly 
agroforestry products, and the establishment of 
learning platforms for easy knowledge transfer.

As	a	modern	luxury	jewellery	brand	with	a	vision	
to	share	the	beauty	of	Chinese	culture	with	the	
world, Qeelin works to preserve panda habitats 
and embodies their playful spirit in the Qeelin Bo 
Bo collection.
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WETLANDS

“WITHOUT THE WORLD’S 
WETLANDS, WE ALL 
HANG IN THE BALANCE.” 
Rojas Urrego, Secretary General RAMSAR

THE BUSINESS CASE FOR 
WETLANDS
Wetlands provide essential environmental, 
social and economic services. Directly or 
indirectly, they provide almost all of the 
world's freshwater. More than one billion 
people depend on them for a living, and 
40 per cent of the world's species live and 
breed in wetlands. They are a vital source 
for food, raw materials, genetic resources 
for	medicines,	they	mitigate	floods,	protect	
coastlines and build community resilience to 
disasters, and play an important role in the 
cultural and spiritual well-being of people.

Wetlands	contribute	to	75	indicators	
of Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs). Despite this, wetlands remain 
dangerously undervalued by decision-
makers	in	national	plans.	An	inexplicable	
omission given the pivotal role wetlands 
play in delivering global commitments on 
climate change, sustainable development, 
biodiversity and disaster risk reduction.

Fortunately, the private sector is waking 
up to the value of wetlands as crucial 
natural infrastructure, carbon sinks and 
thriving ecosystems. This year with the 
support of partners from the business 
community WWF-Hong Kong has been 
uncovering abundant opportunities in the 
mud	at	Mai	Po	and	beyond.

The	East	Asian-Australasian	Flyway	
(EAAF)	is	one	of	the	world's	great	
flyways.	It	is	home	to	more	than	50	
million migratory waterbirds from over 
250 populations, including 32 globally 
threatened	species	and	19	near-threatened	
species.	At	the	heart	of	the	EAAF	lies	
WWF's	Mai	Po	Nature	Reserve,	an	
essential	stop-off	point	for	migratory	
birds	and	home	to	our	team	of	experts	
specialising in migratory birds, habitat 
management, and wetland conservation. 

WWF-Hong Kong has become a regional 
leader in wetland and waterbird 
conservation. Much of this is thanks 
to	our	learning	and	experience	gained	
from	managing	Mai	Po	Nature	Reserve,	
and delivering project and education 
programmes at this iconic wetland located 
on the northwestern corner of Hong Kong 
for more than 30 years.
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4 CONNECT AND SHARE LEARNINGS
WITH STAKEHOLDERS

Mai	Po	and	Inner	Deep	Bay	lie	at	the	heart	of	the	East	
Asian-Australasian	Flyway	(EAAF)	which	extends	13,000	
km	from	the	Arctic	Circle	to	Australia	and	New	Zealand.	
Eighty	per	cent	of	East	and	Southeast	Asia's	wetlands	are	
classified	as	threatened,	resulting	in	an	88%	population	
decline	in	the	EAAF’s	waterbird	species.	It	is	crucial	to	work	
with stakeholders to conserve the network of wetlands that 
serve as stepping-stone corridors to maintain the ecological 
functionality	of	the	flyway	and	Mai	Po.	

Migratory	birds	at	Mai	Po	may	come	and	go	seasonally,	
but	WWF's	Wetland	Conservation	Team	has	been	a	
consistent feature at the reserve for the last three decades. 
This	workstream	leverages	the	abundant	experience	
accumulated	to	expand	and	update	WWF’s	training	
programmes for regional wetland managers. The enhanced 
curriculum will address climate change impact and other 
emerging wetland threats.

2

NATURAL CLIMATE SOLUTIONS - 
POWERING OUR WETLANDS 
Globally,	HSBC	is	partnering	with	WWF	to	bring	
emerging climate solutions to commercial viability 
and	scale.	One	of	these	global	projects	-	Powering	Our	
Wetlands is already underway here in Hong Kong.
This innovative project identifies and tests nature-based 
solutions that work with the ecosystem services provided 
by	the	wetlands	in	Mai	Po	and	the	Greater	Bay	Area.		

The project has four main workstreams:

EVALUATE AND ENHANCE CARBON 
SEQUESTRATION 

As temperatures and sea levels rise and the ferocity 
of typhoons and wave surges intensifies, the role of 
mangroves in coastal protection cannot continue to 
be ignored. Most of Hong Kong's mangroves have 
been cleared to make way for housing developments, 
promenades, and fishponds. This workstream is using 
Hong Kong's largest surviving mangrove cluster at Mai 
Po	to	calculate	the	carbon	sequestration	potential	of	
mangroves and using climate mapping to identify suitable 
mangrove	restoration	areas	to	enhance	Mai	Po’s	carbon	
sequestration and build climate resilience. 

RETHINKING FISHPONDS FOR 
CLIMATE ADAPTATION AND 
RESILIENCE BUILDING

The	fishponds	of	the	Deep	Bay	are	important	man-made	
wetlands with ecological, environmental and economic 

HSBC
value. However, these ecosystems are at risk as Hong Kong’s 
fishing	culture	is	in	decline.	This	project	is	rethinking	
traditional	fishpond	management	to	develop	an	eco-friendly	
fishpond	model	that	combines	fish	production,		mangrove	
restoration,	floating	solar	PV	and	waterbird	conservation.		
This integrated strategy can preserve and secure wetlands 
and reinvigorate local communities by providing new 
income	streams	for	fishermen.

SUSTAINABLE USE OF BIOMASS 
CELLULOSE FOR FASHION PRODUCTS

Mikania	is	an	invasive	plant	species	found	at	Mai	Po.	
Its vines spread quickly, climbing up plants to access 
sunlight, and damaging or killing the plants they trample 
in the process. WWF uses significant labour to remove 
mikania, and this project is investigating whether the 
extracted	biomass	can	be	transformed	into	something	
beneficial - sustainable cellulose. 

This	project	explores	the	potential	for	using	biomass	
cellulose from mikania in fashion products. With 
assistance	from	a	team	of	scholars	from	PolyU	and	CityU,	
we	have	begun	conducting	tests	and	studies	on	extracted	
biomass to better understand the chemical composition 
of	mikania.	Earlier	this	year,	15	undergraduate	students	
from	CityU's	School	of	Energy	and	Environment	helped	
collect	essential	field	data	on	mikania	at	WWF's	Mai	Po	
Nature	Reserve.	Their	job	was	to	estimate	the	amount	of	
mikania	in	the	Reserve,	time	and	labour	spent	removing	
vines, and record mikania growth speed and abundance 
after	removal.	The	project	is	now	moving	to	the	next	
stage,	where	in-depth	studies	will	explore	the	potential	to	
use mikania in fashion products.

1
3

CONSERVATION FOCUS OF PARTNERSHIP
Wetland conservation &
climate mitigation
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CHINA WETLANDS PROJECT 
Avian migration is a natural miracle, but it is not 
guaranteed.	Each	year	migratory	birds	fly	hundreds	
and	thousands	of	kilometres	to	find	the	best	ecological	
conditions to feed, breed and raise their young. This 
exhausting	journey	pushes	these	intrepid	travellers	to	
their	limits,	and	they	depend	on	the	health	of	stop	off	
sites along the way to survive their onward journey.

Flying long distances involves crossing borders between 
countries	with	differing	environmental	politics,	
legislation and conservation measures. With the long 
term	support	of	The	Mari-Cha	Group,	WWF	has	
made	great	strides	to	extend	its	leadership	in	wetland	
conservation	beyond	Mai	Po.	The	China	Wetlands	
Project	was	established	with	the	ambitious	goal	of	
improving the management of critical wetlands for 
migratory	waterbirds	in	China.	The	five-year	project	
has successfully engaged governments, NGOs, and 
other stakeholders to share knowledge and coordinate 
conservation	efforts.	

As	we	enter	the	final	year	of	the	project	we	are	delighted	
to share that as a result of the project a new provincial 
wetland park has been established at Luannan, securing 
the site as stopping over the ground for hundreds of 
thousands of migratory waterbirds.

HABITAT MANAGEMENT IN MAI PO 
At	first	glance,	habitat	management	work	at	Mai	Po	
Nature	Reserve	can	seem	counterintuitive.	If	you	visit	
during the low season for birds, you may be surprised 
to see diggers dredging ponds or heavy earth moving 
taking place at the reserve. However, active habitat 
management is crucial to maintaining dynamic wetland 
habitats as a haven for animals and plants. For over 
ten years Lee Hysan Foundation has partnered with 
WWF-Hong Kong to support important habitat and 
infrastructure	works	at	Mai	Po	Nature	Reserve.

Habitat Management Goals

・ Safeguard all threatened habitats and species 
occurring	on	the	Reserve.

・ Maintain and manage habitats and vegetation to 
benefit	native	biodiversity	and	promote	species	
conservation.

This year with the support of the Lee Hysan Foundation, 
our team could carry out critical habitat management 
works	at	Pond	#16B,	a	rain-fed	pond	located	near	
the	Mai	Po	Wildlife	Education	Centre.	Over	the	
years, natural siltation has caused the pond’s water 
channels to become very shallow. As a result, the 
shrimps and fish inside, which provide food for 

THE MARI-CHA GROUP LEE HYSAN FOUNDATION
PROJECT ACTIVITIES

・ Training courses equipped critical stakeholders with 
knowledge about wetland management.

・ Comprehensive	scientific	baseline	studies	highlighted	
the ecological importance of the Nanpu Wetland and 
strengthened the case for its protection.

・ WWF worked with stakeholders to develop a Master 
Plan	outlining	conservation	measures	and	resources	
required for protection.

・ Practical	actions	to	improve	the	habitat	included	the	
treatment of invasive species.

・ Continuous	collaboration	with	stakeholders,	including	
government bodies, academics and community groups, 
cultivated understanding, momentum and support for 
enhanced conservation actions.

・ Secured long term protection at the site through the 
establishment of a new provincial wetland park at 
Luannan Wetland.

Black-faced Spoonbills and other waterbirds, have 
become more prone to heat stress in the summer because 
of the higher temperatures. During a low season for birds, 
our team dredged the water channels to provide deeper 
water for shrimp and fish and secure this vital food 
source for visiting birds. 

Pond	#16B	is	easily	accessible,	making	it	ideal	for	
implementing education programmes for school, public 
and community groups. Lee Hysan Foundation's donation 
also supported improvements that enable visitors to get 
closer to nature, including two wooden platforms, one 
fixed	boardwalk	and	the	planting	of	various	aquatic	plants,	
including water lilies, sedges. The enhanced habitats will 
provide a favourable site for various aquatic wildlife and 
improve	the	educational	experience	for	visitors	for	many	
years to come.

THE MARI-CHA GROUP

BOHAI BAY

Tianjin Harbor

TIANJIN
TANGSHAN

NANPU
WETLANDS

CONSERVATION FOCUS OF PARTNERSHIP
Conservation	of	migratory	birds

CONSERVATION FOCUS OF PARTNERSHIP
Habitat management &
species conservation
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WETLAND INCUBATOR
WWF-Hong Kong is proud to be a long-term partner of the 
Hongkong Bank Foundation. This support has contributed 
significantly	to	the	evolution	of	Mai	Po	Nature	Reserve	and	WWF's	
positioning as a leader and driving force for science-based wetland 
conservation in the region. In celebration of The Hongkong Bank 
Foundation's	40th	anniversary,	HSBC	selected	ten	signature	
community projects to support. WWF is delighted to join hands 
with	HSBC	once	again	for	this		‘Wetland	Incubator’	project.

Climate	change	negatively	impacts	the	environment	and	
socio-economic well-being of people in insidious ways. There 
is considerable science-based evidence to show that natural 
ecosystems can buffer and build resilience against the impacts 
of climate change. But research is required to develop creative, 
multi-pronged strategies and nature-based solutions.We need 
more people engaged in wetland stewardship and help to drive 
collaboration to conserve our wetlands. The Wetland Incubator 
project	builds	on	our	previous	partnerships	with	HSBC	to	
bring together conservationists, youth, scientists, academics 
and other stakeholders to find solutions to pressing challenges 
facing our wetlands.

Securing wetlands, the biodiversity they host and the ecosystem 
services they provide is essential to our survival. In July 2021, 
the Wetland Incubator began its three-year journey by engaging 
and	recruiting	diverse	stakeholders	to	join	action	teams.	Each	
team will focus on a particular challenge to discover and ideate 
possible conservation solutions. The outcomes of this project 
can contribute to shaping a future where the flyway thrives.  

HSBC

Stakeholders	will	form	‘Conservation	Action	Teams’	to	
create solutions across four thematic areas:

1. Migratory birds

2. Mammals

3.	Climate	Mitigation	&	Adaption

4.	Future	Proofing	Wetland	Stewardship

CONSERVATION FOCUS OF PARTNERSHIP
Wetlands

2. EXPERIMENT

3. 
SCA

LE  
       

        
            

                                                 1. CREATE

SOLUTION PROBLEM

1.	Create:	Convene	and	connect	
stakeholders and unusual allies; 
share knowledge and ideas. 
Identify possible partners and 
potential solutions ideas.

2.	Experiment:	Participants	will	undertake	
scientific	research	and/or	develop	pilot	activities	to	
address	wetland	conservation	problem/challenges	
identified during the previous phase

3. Scale: Implement, then grow 
(incubate/accelerate;	scale
and/or	replicate)	new,	validated	
solutions.

Project Objectives

1. To close knowledge gaps through scientific research

2. To develop and prototype nature-based solutions

3. To bring about enhanced economic opportunities 
and environmental stewardship amongst wetland 
communities through conservation

4. To promote widespread awareness of the importance of 
wetlands

The incubator is a dynamic process where the outcomes 
are driven by participants. 

Visit	our	project	website
to learn more
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ENVIRONMENTAL FINANCE

Driving economically 
viable solutions for 
climate, species, and 
habitats. 

BANKABLE NATURE 
SOLUTIONS
WE ARE FACING A CLIMATE 
AND NATURE CRISIS THAT IS 
UNDERMINING THE FABRIC ON 
WHICH OUR ECONOMIES ARE 
BASED.
Each	year	we	fall	$2.5	trillion	short	of	
financing	the	UN	Sustainable	Development	
Goals	(SDGs).	Philanthropy	and	public	
finance	alone	will	never	fill	this	gap.

Private	investors	want	to	invest	in	projects	
that help build more resilient ecosystems, 
societies and economies while generating 
financial	returns.	But	without	a	pipeline	
of suitable projects - investors continue to 
fund unsustainable alternatives.

WWF has crafted an innovative solution 
-	blending	public	and	private	finance	to	
create a pipeline of scalable bankable 
projects,	redirecting	financial	flows	into	
sustainable	projects	that	benefit	people	
and nature. The process happens in three 
broad stages, with each stage requiring a 
project to meet certain milestones before 
progressing	to	the	next.	

PROCESS: BANKABLE NATURE 
SOLUTIONS
1. Early Development: WWF works with 
local stakeholders to identify the pressures 
on a landscape. WWF then designs 
potential bankable projects to reduce those 
pressures and build a sustainable, climate-
resilient landscape. Through stakeholder 
engagement, WWF will encourage key 
partners, including the private sector, to 
develop and manage the projects.  

2. First Round of Investment: Using 
grant and donor capital and with the support 
of landscape partners, WWF incubates and 
structures projects to alleviate ecosystem 
pressures and improve the quality and 
availability of natural resources. Once 
projects become business-ready, investors 
inject capital via equity or debt.

3. Scaling: Once projects are de-risked 
and become commercially viable, WWF 
aims to attract more capital from private 
and	public	sector	finance	to	scale	them	up	
and catalyze greater private investments

INVESTMENT THEMES
-	Climate-smart	agriculture
-	Environmental	protection
- Forestry
- Water & Sanitation
- Oceans

© Luis Barreto / WWF-UK
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Strategic Partnerships: The Dutch Fund for 
Climate and Development (DFCD) 

The	Dutch	Fund	for	Climate	and	Development	
(DFCD)	enables	private	sector	investment	in	climate	
adaptation and mitigation projects in developing 
countries.	With	the	support	of	the	DFCD,	WWF	is	
originating and incubating a wide range of projects for 
private sector investment. WWF-Hong Kong manages 
the	Asia-Pacific	portion	of	the	origination	facility	for	
the	DFCD.	

Through the dedicated work of WWF-Hong Kong's 
Stuart	Beavis,	Regional	Lead	DFCD	(APAC)	
and	others,	this	year,	WWF	and	DFCD	sealed	a	
groundbreaking partnership. The project aims to 
reverse the degradation of the Mekong Delta in 
Southern	Vietnam,	improve	farmers’	income	and	build	
landscape resilience.

Case Study: Rice and Aquaculture 
Key Private-Sector Partner: Minh Phu Seafood

The	Mekong	Delta,	home	to	17	million	people	in	
Vietnam,	is	one	of	the	world’s	most	productive	
ecosystems, with two to three rice crops a year and 
more	than	450	different	fish	species.	It	is	also	one	of	
the most vulnerable regions in the world to water and 
climate	disasters.	Intensification	of	human	activities	
and	climate	change	across	the	entire	river	basin	in	six	
countries have altered natural water and sediment 

THE DUTCH FUND FOR CLIMATE 
& DEVELOPMENT

flows.	In	addition,	land	and	water	use	within	the	delta	are	
affecting	its	ability	to	cope.	As	a	result,	the	delta	is	sinking	
and shrinking.

From monoculture to mixed rice-shrimp 
aquaculture ponds

Before this project, farmers cultivated rice as an intense 
monoculture on one part of their land and shrimp on 
the other. Diseases spread quickly, and the biodiversity 
diminished from the high use of chemical fertilizers, 
pesticides and antibiotics. The farms became increasingly 
vulnerable to droughts and the intrusion of salt into their 
land.	Mixed	rice-shrimp	aquaculture	ponds	presented	
a solution to create a climate-resilient landscape. This 
approach works with nature as the ponds produce rice & 
freshwater shrimps in rainy seasons and raise brackish-water 
shrimps in dry seasons and periods of saltwater intrusion.

Higher yields through responsible production

Farmers receive training and technical assistance and 
invest their own resources of land, time, and funds in 
the	project.	Minh	Phu	supports	farmers	in	pre-financing	
their inputs (e.g. seedlings etc.) by lending straight to the 
farmers without charging a premium. It is estimated that 
under the new responsible model, farmers can increase 
their shrimp production fourfold: from around 214 kg per 
hectare per year in the old model to 800 kg per hectare 
per	year.	Farmers	are	expected	to	increase	their	revenue	
by 285%, thanks to the growing international demand for 

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS: Milltrust
WWF-Hong	Kong's	Head	of	Environmental	
Finance and Bankable Nature Solutions 
Asia-Pacific,	Jean-Marc	Champagne	and	
Alexander	Kalis,	co-founder	of	the	investment	
group,	Milltrust,	created	the	Climate	Impact	
Asia	Fund	(CIAF)	to	funnel	investment	into	
innovative solutions to the climate crisis and 
fund conservation.

CIAF	is	different	from	other	green	funds	because	of	its	
close partnership with WWF-Hong Kong. Following 
a	strict	mandate	crafted	by	WWF,	the	CIAF	chooses	
companies to invest in based primarily on the positive, 
impactful climate solutions they deliver and how well 
they meet certain environmental criteria — like metric 
tonnes	(MT)	of	CO₂	emissions	saved	—	along	with	the	
strength and integrity of their management, value, and, 
most importantly, the prospects of generating strong 
returns for investors.

WWF	also	serves	on	the	CIAF’s	investment	advisory	
committee as an environmental consultant. This role 
advises	the	CIAF	on	whether	the	practices,	business	
models, and technologies used by companies are 
sufficiently	environmentally	friendly.	It	also	ensures	
that the fund manager doesn't choose stocks from 
companies with questionable environmental credentials 
and has the power to reject them if necessary. The fund 
invests in Asian-listed companies focused on delivering 
positive climate solutions, including lithium-ion battery 
maker Samsung SDI, electric vehicle and battery 

CLIMATE IMPACT ASIA FUND 

manufacturer BYD, environmental protection service 
provider	China	Everbright	Greentech,	wind	farm	operator	
China	Longyuan,	and	infrastructure	firm	Guangdong	
Investment. The positive climate actions from the fund’s 
underlying investments are also coupled with revenue-
based donations to WWF-Hong Kong’s regional biodiversity 
and conservation programmes.

LEGAL AND KNOWLEDGE PARTNER: OGIER
Ogier assisted in documenting WWF’s role in the fund as 
well as reviewing the fund documents from a climate and 
impact	perspective.	Jean-Marc	Champagne	said:	“It’s	great	
to have Ogier on board as a partner. Beyond their legal 
expertise	in	the	fund	space,	they	provide	an	ESG	overlay	
from a legal and risk perspective.”

CONSERVATION FOCUS OF PARTNERSHIP
Climate	mitigation	&	adaption,	
community livelihoods,
gender balance, biodiversity

CONSERVATION FOCUS OF PARTNERSHIP
Climate	mitigation	&	adaption,	
energy transition,
biodiversity

© Environmental Bamboo Foundation

sustainable shrimp and cutting out middlemen by selling 
directly	to	Minh	Phu	and	others.

WWF	will	monitor	crop	yields,	income	benefits,	and	impacts	
on	resilience	to	confirm	that	the	project	addresses	root	
causes,	achieves	its	objectives,	and	is	financially	viable.	The	
ultimate goal is to scale up and replicate the project at other 
Asian river deltas.

DFCD Projects & Partners 

Minh	Phu	Seafood	Corporation	&	Tan	Vuong	–	Integrated	
rice and Aquaculture to increase climate resilience, water 
quality and income for farmers.

Human Kind Group & LT Foods – €1.5 million development 
package to prepare for the construction of two biomass 
plants in India. These biomass plants provide an alternative 
to	burning	agriculture	waste	with	significant	benefits	for	air	
quality,	CO2	emissions	and	improve	livelihoods	by	adding	a	
new revenue stream for farmers.

PT	Indo	Bamboo	–	€350,000	grant	to	hire	the	technical	
support needed to set up a factory to manufacture bamboo 
products on the island of Flores in Indonesia. Bamboo 
plantations	support	the	landscape	by	storing	water,	offering	
protection against landslides and restoring degraded land. 
Bamboo grows rapidly so it can be harvested continuously 
and	the	plantation	will	follow	the	Environmental	Bamboo	
Foundation’s	Sustainable	Harvesting	Programme.
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SUSTAINABLE CITIES
BY 2050, URBAN POPULATIONS 
MAY DOUBLE TO 6.7 BILLION 
FROM TODAY’S 3.5 BILLION. 
CITIES GENERATE OVER 80% 
OF GLOBAL GDP AND ARE 
RESPONSIBLE FOR MORE THAN 
70 PER CENT OF GLOBAL CO2 
EMISSIONS. THE STRUGGLE FOR 
A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE WILL BE 
WON OR LOST IN OUR CITIES.
Solutions	exist	to	meet	the	demands	
of urban lifestyles while staying within 
our planet’s ecological boundaries, and 
WWF’s	Sustainable	Cities	team	works	
with the business community to instigate 
innovative plans, policies, and actions 
to shift Hong Kong towards a climate-
friendly future. 

WWF has devised several unique 
programmes that help the corporate sector 
reduce emissions from their business 
activities:

·	The	Low-carbon	Operation	Programme	
(LOOPPLUS)	offers	a	suite	of	tools	to	help	
businesses in the commercial sector 
reduce their carbon emissions. Innovative 
and easy to use, the programme provides 
comprehensive coverage, helping 
companies and their employees reduce 
their environmental impact.

·	The	Low	Carbon	Manufacturing	
Programme	(LCMP)	is	the	first	
programme of its kind in the world. 
It offers manufacturers training and 
access to a carbon accounting and 
labelling system, which they can use to 
ensure that low carbon manufacturing 
practices are properly implemented 
along the supply chain.
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HSBC

2
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“HONG KONG HAS LONG BEEN A MAJOR HUB 
FOR GLOBAL FASHION, WITH THE CITY RANKING 
AMONG THE TOP 10 IN GLOBAL TEXTILE IMPORTS 
AND EXPORTS, AND PRODUCTION BASES SPREAD 
ACROSS THE REGION FROM MAINLAND CHINA TO 
SOUTH AND SOUTHEAST ASIA.” 
KAREN HO
HEAD OF CORPORATE AND COMMUNITY SUSTAINABILITY, WWF-HONG KONG

MAKING ZERO IMPACT FASHIONABLE 
Fashion accounts for around 10% of greenhouse gas 
emissions from human activity. As a major hub for the 
global fashion industry, Hong Kong has a prominent role 
to play in tackling the industry’s ecological footprint.   

WWF-Hong	Kong	has	partnered	with	HSBC	to	tackle	
this challenge and promote sustainability in the fashion 
industry	through	the	“Making	Zero	Impact	Fashionable”.	
This two-year project has facilitated critical industry 
dialogue and sustainability actions all along the supply 
chain, from engaging the decision-makers in fashion 
brands to become sustainability leaders, working with 
manufacturers to track and reduce their emissions, and 
promoting responsible consumption to consumers.   

This project has forged a collaborative network of fashion 
business	leaders	working	together	to	explore	how	they	
can individually and collectively advance and implement 
sustainability as a core value throughout strategic 
business planning, product development, company policy 
and operational practices. 

1
Programme Highlights:

MOBILISING FASHION, APPAREL 
AND TEXTILE SECTORS TO MAKE 
SUSTAINABILITY A PRIORITY DURING 
THE COVID-19 RECOVERY 

An	open	letter	cosigned	by	leading	actors	in	the	textile	
sector and NGOs marked a clear public commitment to 
prioritise sustainability in the fashion sector as the world 
emerges	from	the	COVID-19	pandemic.	

EMPOWERING LOCAL BUSINESSES
TO SET AND ACHIEVE THEIR CLIMATE 
TARGETS

In	the	Fashion	Summit	(Hong	Kong)	2019,	8	Hong	Kong-based	
companies responded to WWF’s appeal and signed the 
United	Nations	Fashion	Industry	Charter	for	Climate	
Action.	Two	signatories,	Hanbo	Enterprises	Limited	
and Hop Lun, continued their sustainability journey 
with	WWF	by	enrolling	their	offices	and	factories	in	Low	
Carbon	Manufacturing	Programme	and	Low-carbon	Office	
Operation	Programme.

Consulted
senior	executives	from	several	
local brands about their criteria 
for material selection, sourcing, 
production practices, and 
communications

Interviewed
stakeholders from the cotton 
and fashion industries.

local brands
from 12 companies22
International brands
from 10 companies17

3 MAKING STRIDES WITH SUPPLY
CHAIN RESILIENCE SCREENING

·	The	project	worked	with	PUMA	to	conduct	supply	
chain	climate-resilience	screening	for	its	tier	1	Chinese	
suppliers	in	June	2019.	PUMA	nominated	6	factories	
in	China	to	join	LCMP	to	improve	factory	energy	
efficiency.

· Scandale, is a historic French lingerie brand made an 
ambitious commitment to relaunch in August 2021 as 
a sustainable fashion brand. Scandale has participated 
in	LOOP+	to	reduce	the	environmental	impact	from	
its	office	and	logistics.	To	reduce	the	environmental	
impact from its products and supply chain, we have 
conducted a webinar to 8 of Scandale’s suppliers and 
completed a climate resilience survey as follow up.

COMPLETION OF SUSTAINABLE 
COTTON REPORT

WWF-Hong Kong encourages enterprises to switch to 
the	use	of	sustainable	cotton,	including	Better	Cotton	
Initiative	(BCI),	Organic	cotton,	Recycled	cotton,	and	
Fairtrade	cotton.	Research	reviewing	the	availability	of	
sustainable cotton in Hong Kong clothing stores was 
conducted to understand the current local market.

The key findings of the report:

A. Low availability of sustainable cotton clothing 
in Hong Kong.

B. 4 Significant gaps in enabling sustainable 
use of natural resources and clothing 
sustainability identified: knowledge, 
information, communication and operations 
and research.

CONSERVATION FOCUS OF PARTNERSHIP
Sustainable cities

View	the	Full
Sustainable	Cotton	Report
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LOOKING UP: THE ROLE OF ROOFTOP SOLAR 
IN REACHING NET-ZERO EMISSIONS 
Time is running out to address the global climate crisis. 
The	solutions	exist,	but	we	need	to	take	action.	

WWF’s	Vision	for	2050	shows	the	world	has	more	than	
enough sustainable energy and technology to curb 
climate	change.	Currently,	less	than	one	per	cent	of	Hong	
Kong’s power comes from renewable sources despite 
clean, abundant energy available from the sun. This is 
beginning to change thanks to a partnership between 
EcoSmart	Energy	Management	Limited	(“EcoSmart”)	
and WWF-Hong Kong. 

Industrial estates are usually associated with 
environmental pollution, not protection. However, 
this	year	EcoSmart	and	WWF	have	been	flipping	this	
narrative by installing the territory’s single largest solar 
power generation system on the roof of a Hong Kong 
factory. This project demonstrates the environmental 
and	economic	benefits	of	investing	in	rooftop	solar	and	
has	repositioned	Industrial	Estates	as	part	of	Hong	
Kong’s climate solution.

ECOSMART
So how big is this system?

Pretty	massive.	The	newly	installed	solar	panels	will	generate	
1,013,375	kilowatt-hours	of	electricity	every	year.	This	is	
almost equal to the annual electricity consumption of 241 
Hong Kong households! The system will reduce carbon 
emissions	by	an	estimated	375,000	kilograms	per	year.

This project creates an additional income stream for a factory 
and	revenue	for	the	solar	system	provider.	EcoSmart	has	
generously donated a portion of the revenue generated to 
WWF and this ongoing funding is being used to promote 
renewable energy development in the city. WWF hopes 
that the project will act as a model for other companies and 
organisations	in	Hong	Kong,	helping	them	realise	the	benefits	
of utilising roof space for solar and inspiring more businesses 
to look for resourceful ways to contribute to ramping up 
renewables in the city.

PLASTIC ACTION
Approximately	13	million	tonnes	of	plastic	leak	into	
the ocean every year, contaminating food webs, 
damaging ecosystems and impacting human health and 
livelihoods.	Plastic	production	is	expected	to	quadruple	
by 2050. We are working with governments, businesses, 
cities and citizens to reduce plastic pollution at the 
source, while transforming the plastic value chain 
through improved policy, business models and waste 
management practices.

Food and beverage industries play a crucial role in the 
global production and use of plastics. WWF teamed 
up with foodpanda and Deliveroo through its business 
engagement	platform,	the	Plastic	ACTion	(PACT),	to	
work with restaurants and consumers to eliminate all 
unsustainable packaging by 2025, and instead establish 
a circular economy of reusable plastics for the city. 

WWF engages the companies by giving advice on 
developing initiatives to reduce disposable plastic 
items.	For	example,	both	of	them	are	working	to	
offer	sustainable	materials	at	competitive	prices	to	
their restaurants and partners, from food containers 
to straws. foodpanda also initiated a Sustainable 
Restaurant	Certification	Programme.	Restaurants	that	
enter the scheme undergo a rigorous assessment to 
ensure that their sourcing, waste reduction and other 
practices meet a stringent set of sustainability criteria 
reviewed by WWF-Hong Kong.

DELIVEROO, FOODPANDA
To	achieve	an	overall	vision	of	No	Plastics	in	Nature	by	
2030,	PACT	is	working	towards	the	following	goals:

1.	Elimination	of	all	unnecessary	plastics	

2.	Reduction	of	at	least	50%	of	unrecyclable	single-use	
plastics 

3. Support a circular economy by moving to 100% reusable 
or recyclable product or packaging design models

4.	Removal	of	plastics	from	nature	by	making	a	net	positive	
impact

CONSERVATION FOCUS OF PARTNERSHIP
Climate	&	energy

CONSERVATION FOCUS OF PARTNERSHIP
Sustainable cities
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SOLAR DOME
LET’S LIGHT UP LEARNING!
As	the	premium	sponsor	of	Earth	Hour	2020,	Everbright	
Environment	played	an	instrumental	role	in	mobilising	
thousands of individuals and businesses across Hong 
Kong	to	switch	off	their	lights	to	show	they	care	about	
the future of our planet.

EVERBRIGHT ENVIRONMENT

Everbright	Environment’s	support	to	Earth	Hour	facilitated	
the	installation	of	a	Solar	Dome	at	Island	House	Conservation	
Studies	Centre.	The	Solar	Dome	is	the	first	of	its	kind	in	Hong	
Kong and is being used to teach students, community groups 
and public visitors about renewable energy while promoting 
WWF's vision for a sustainable future in a unique and 
immersive way.  

CONSERVATION FOCUS OF PARTNERSHIP
Climate	&	energy
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An	 upgrade	 planned	 to	 the	 existing	
footpath	 that	 connects	 Mai	 Po’s	 various	
facilities with the construction of a 
wooden boardwalk includes widening 
to universal accessibility standards. The 
new boardwalk design will be a minimum 
width of 1.65 metres with a safety lip for 
wheelchairs.	 There	 will	 be	 in	 total	 six	
education areas with signage at points 
along the 1 km route, and some passing 
bays for wheelchair users.

Bird hides are one of the most important elements of 
Mai	 Po	 Nature	 Reserve,	 allowing	 visitors	 to	 observe	
the globally endangered and migratory birds that pass 
through the reserve without causing disturbance. The 
two proposed tower hides will provide opportunities 
for	our	Mai	Po	community	 to	observe	 the	reserve’s	bird	
community	and	Connect	with	Nature.	

The	Mai	 Po	 upgrade	 project	 is	 funded	 by	 a	 HK$347.86	
million	grant	from	the	Hong	Kong	Jockey	Club	Charities	
Trust. The grant covers elements that make it possible 
for	the	Mai	Po	Community	to	have	the	facilities	needed	
by students, teachers, and those interested in wetlands 
research and wetlands training. 

Mai	Po	Nature	Reserve	serves	as	a	benchmark	for	the	
sustainable use of wetlands and a hub of biodiversity 
with over 2,050 recorded species. This project aligns 
with the local, regional and global sustainability 
goals undertaken as part of a mission to create a New 
Deal	for	Nature	and	People.

The	 Peter	 Scott	 rebuild	 will	 enhance	 capacity	 for	
wetland training and research, providing space for 
community forums and workshops. This will bring 
groups together to tackle threats to biodiversity and the 
issues surrounding the protection of Deep Bay wetlands 
and	the	East	Asian-Australasian	Flyway.

Education	 has	 been	 a	 cornerstone	 of	 Mai	 Po	 since	
the	 early	 days	 and	 the	 refurbishment	 of	 the	 Mai	 Po	
Education	Centre	will	provide	enhanced	exhibition	and	
interactive learning areas for students, members or the 
public and citizen scientists. 

Visit	our	
project website 
to learn more
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OCEANS

Because the ocean 
belongs to everyone – 
and to no one – too many 
have taken too much. 

IF IT WERE A NATION, THE 
OCEAN WOULD RANK AS THE 
7TH LARGEST ECONOMY IN THE 
WORLD, GENERATING MORE 
THAN US$2.5 TRILLION OF GDP 
AND SUPPORTING MORE THAN 
35 MILLION JOBS, AND THE 
LIVELIHOOD OF MILLIONS MORE.
Hong Kong has a profound connection 
to	the	sea,	from	a	thriving	fishing	village	
to becoming Asia’s second-highest per-
capita seafood consumers. Ocean-based 
industries, such as tourism, energy, 
shipping	and	fishing	all	rely	on	the	natural	
assets and ecosystem services of the ocean 
and WWF is working with the business 
sector to change the way we see the ocean 
– from a place where we take what we 
want and dump what we don’t, to a shared 
resource of immense value.

WWF’s vision is for global oceans that 
are biodiverse, productive and resilient, 
where	effective,	equitable	and	transparent	
governance of marine resources drives 
sustainable development.

In Hong Kong, we are engaging the private 
sector in many ways. We are collaborating 
to	conserve	species,	including	the	Chinese	
white dolphin, tackle the city’s marine 
litter problem, promote sustainable 
seafood consumption and build support for 
our goal to set aside 30% of Hong Kong’s 
waters	as	marine	protected	areas	(MPA)	
by 2030.

The Ocean in numbers

US$2.5 trillion estimated 
annual value of the ocean 
economy

2/3 of global gross 
marine product relies on 
a healthy ocean

30% Anthropogenic CO2 
emissions are absorbed 
by the ocean

500 million people 
depend on coastal 
resources for food

90% of the world’s 
seafood comes from 
small-scale finsheries

CO2

500M

CO2

500M

CO2

500M

CO2

500M

CO2

500M
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SEA OF NOISE
For	Chinese	white	dolphins,	the	ocean	is	no	longer	a	
peaceful	place.	Coastal	development,	marine	and	bridge	
traffic	disturb	the	symphony	of	the	sea.	Dolphins	rely	
heavily on sound for feeding, socializing and navigation.  
They are susceptible to underwater noise, which can 
alter animal behaviour and cause hearing loss, threaten 
the survival and prosperity of this iconic species.

With	the	support	of	the	Marine	Ecology	Enhancement	
Fund	(MEEF),	WWF-Hong	Kong	co-produced	the	“Sea	
of Noise” documentary to raise public awareness of this 
invisible threat undermining Hong Kong’s cetacean. 
Through interviews, animations, underwater, drone and 
wave visualization footage, the documentary takes us 
underwater to reveal a boisterous sea of noise.

To date, 36 screenings have been held and reached 
5,350 audiences, and 10,088 signatures have 
been collected for our petition calling for action 
to reduce noise pollution and conserve cetaceans 
through	designation	of	the	Dolphin	Conservation	
Management Area by 2024, along with the regulation 
of illegal & unsustainable fishing, underwater noise 
and marine traffic.

MARINE ECOLOGY 
ENHANCEMENT FUND

No. of screening 
events held:

No. of the 
audience reached:

No. of petition 
collected:

36
5,350
10,088

CONSERVATION FOCUS OF PARTNERSHIP
Species conservation

CONSERVATION OF LIFE BELOW WATER 
THROUGH SUSTAINABLE CONSUMPTION 
(HK & GBA)
BACKGROUND

Globally,	an	overfishing	crisis	is	pushing	fish	stocks	to	
their	limits.	Maintaining	fish	stocks	plays	a	critical	role	
in carbon sequestration, while the carbon footprint 
from the global transportation of fresh seafood is 
colossal. WWF-Hong Kong is partnering with
the	KPMG	Foundation	on	an	ambitious	collaboration	
that strives to switch market demand towards 
sustainable seafood. 

Driving down demand for unsustainable seafood

This year WWF-Hong Kong launched our latest 
Sustainable	Seafood	Guide.	Consumers	can	refer	
to the guide to make informed decisions around 
the	sustainability	of	more	than	70	popular	seafood	
species. Our team simultaneously utilises the in-depth 
knowledge accumulated from creating the guide to 
engage businesses across the seafood industry in 
Hong Kong and the Greater Bay Area (GBA) to adopt 
responsible seafood sourcing practices and improve 
overall industry standards.

 As a region renowned for seafood consumption, 
WWF-Hong Kong aims to increase the availability 
of sustainable seafood in Hong Kong restaurants by 
40% by 2025 and improve seafood traceability and 
transparency along the supply chain throughout the GBA. 

KPMG
Achieving this will have an enormous conservation impact 
on ocean ecosystems worldwide by shifting the region's 
demand for seafood away from suppliers using damaging or 
destructive	fishing	practices.

Creating a local supply of sustainable seafood

With support from the government and well-targeted 
marketing,	we	predict	there	is	market	potential	to	expand	
sustainable seafood production locally in Hong Kong and 
the GBA. Using Hong Kong to illustrate, at present, the 
combined	domestic	market	for	pond	fish	culture	(US$7m)	
and	mariculture	(US$9m)	is	US$16	million,	compared	to	
the	seafood	import	market	valued	at	US$3.4	billion.	

WWF-Hong	Kong		has	experience	in	incubating	and	
developing	blended	finance-led	projects	through	its	
Bankable	Nature	Solutions	(BNS).	BNS	are	financially	
viable projects that support more climate-resilient 
and sustainable landscapes, seascapes and economies. 
Bankability enables projects to accelerate 
scaling and replication, realizing large-scale 
positive impacts on nature and communities. 
WWF-Hong Kong  has begun a stakeholder 
engagement process to identify opportunities 
to develop a proof of concept for the business of 
locally sourced, environmentally sustainable and 
traceable seafood in Hong Kong & the GBA.

Demonstrating	financially	and	environmentally	
sustainable and scalable seafood production 
locally	can	divert	significant	market	demand	
away from unsustainable mariculture and capture 
fisheries	worldwide,	yielding	substantial	benefits	
for underwater ecosystems.

CONSERVATION FOCUS OF PARTNERSHIP
Financially viable sustainable 
seafood & consumption

Any	opinions,	findings,	conclusions	or	recommendations	expressed	
here	do	not	necessarily	reflect	the	views	of	the	Marine	Ecology	
Enhancement	Fund	or	the	Trustee.
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THE SWIRE GROUP CHARITABLE TRUST
The	Swire	Group	Charitable	Trust	and	WWF-Hong	Kong’s	
long standing partnership is built on a shared vision to 
create sustainable marine ecosystems in Hong Kong. Since 
2015,	The	Swire	Group	Charitable	Trust	has	supported	the	
"Sea For Future" & "Sea For Future II" projects with the 
goal of designating 30% of Hong Kong's waters as Marine 
Protected	Areas	("MPAs")	by	2030	to	safeguard	valuable	
marine	species	and	their	habitats.	MPAs	are	areas	of	the	
sea where human activity is restricted for the purposes of 
conservation. The idea is to allow marine life to "rest" and 
replenish itself. At present, however, only 2.5% of Hong 
Kong's marine area is protected in this way, compared to 
the	40%	of	the	SAR's	land-mass	contained	within	country	
parks or reserves.

The	collaboration	has	made	significant	strides	to	protect	
Hong Kong waters from further biodiversity loss and build 
a community that cares and cherishes our ocean resources. 
"Sea	For	Future",	the	first	phase	of	this	project,	undertook	
a	rigorous	scientific	investigation	to	identify	seven	of	the	
city's most sensitive marine areas and substantiated our call 
for	an	expanded	Marine	Protected	Area	(MPA)	network	in	
the	territory.		These	findings	have	formed	the	backbone	for	
the project's second phase, which seeks to bring the plan 
for	30%	MPA	to	fruition	by	building	public	support	for	
increased	MPAs	and	conducting	research	and	restoration	
works at priority sites. When we look back, we cannot 
ignore the stark deterioration occurring on our watch. The 
project has revealed the history of Hong Kong's oceans and 
our deep connection with the sea through a series of public 
exhibitions	and	engagement	activities.

6	existing	marine	parks	and	1	marine	reserve

2 proposed marine parks

WWF suggested
marine protected areas

COMMUNITIES FOR CORAL COMMUNITIES 
This year the project began to implement research and 
restoration activities on the ground. A highlight activity this 
year	has	been	the	coral	restoration	project	at	Port	Island.

A group of corals, like a group of humans, is known as 
a community. Unfortunately, the relationship between 
human and coral communities has not been harmonious. 
Coastal	development	and	pollutions	are	two	major	threats	
to corals, while humans disturb and break corals through 
recreational activities or make lifestyle choices that 
contribute to climate change and threaten the conditions 
coral needs for survival.

In	May	2021,	WWF	collaborated	with	the	Chinese	
University of Hong Kong to begin a citizen science project 
that empowers local people to research and restore Hong 
Kong's coral communities. The project recruited and 
trained	20	experienced	divers	as	citizen	scientists	who	
joined	'The	Coral	Rescue	Team',	conducting	five	practical	
field surveys from May to September 2021. The team also 
learned how to identify - corals of opportunity - damaged 
coral fragments that have the potential for recovery in 
the right environment. These corals of opportunity were 
carefully	extracted	and	taken	to	a	coral	nursery	facility	
at	Port	Island	where	they	are	nurtured	back	to	health	
before being returned to the ocean in a future restoration 
exercise.		Participants	built	a	deep	emotional	connection	
between themselves and the sea through first-hand 
involvement in repairing Hong Kong's marine ecosystems.  
The restoration project also has substantial educational 
value. It raises awareness of the role we all play in 
shaping the future of one of our planet's most productive 
and important ecosystems.

CONSERVATION FOCUS OF PARTNERSHIP
Marine protected areas

Lantau Island

PAK NAI

SHUI HAU

THE BROTHERS MARINE PARK

SOUTHWEST LANTAU 
MARINE PARK

SOUTH & WEST
LANTAU

SOUTH LANTAU MARINE PARK

3RS MARINE PARK*

SHA CHAU AND LUNG KWU CHAU 
MARINE PARK

Hong Kong Island

New Territories

SOUTH LAMMA

TOLO CHANNEL AND HARBOUR

NINEPIN GROUP

SHARP ISLAND & SHELTER ISLAND
IN PORT SHELTER

Kowloon

YAN CHAU TONG MARINE PARK

TUNG PING CHAU MARINE PARK

HOI HA WAN MARINE PARK

CAPE D'AGUILAR 
MARINE RESERVE

* Marine park for compensation of  
   construction of third runway project.
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Hong Kong consumes an average of 66.5 kg of seafood 
each year, making us the second highest per capita 
consumers in Asia, and is the world’s eighth-largest 
seafood consumer. Hong Kong imports as much as 
90%	of	its	seafood	from	more	than	170	countries	and	
territories around the world. The seafood choices we 
make in Hong Kong have a huge impact on global 
marine resources.

OCEAN-FRIENDLY MENU 
The corporate champions supporting WWF to knock plastic 
out of our seas:

•	Adidas	 •	AIGLE

•	Eco	G	 •	Embry	Form

• Hatworld (Hong Kong) • H&M

• Hung Fook Tong • Laura Ashley

• L’éclair de Genie • Marks & Spencer

•	Muji	 •	Plush	Wings

• Satami

PLASTIC IS NOT FANTASTIC 

View	WWF’s	report	on	the	
business case for a UN Treaty 
on plastic pollution

Pledge	to	stop	
plastic pollution

#NoPlasticInNature

WWF encourages companies to join our 'Plastic 
is not Fantastic' programme to make the 
levy work for the planet. WWF also supports 
decisive actions to reduce unnecessary single-
use plastics, such as increasing the plastic bag 
levy and banning single-use tableware.

PLASTIC IS NOT
FANTASTIC 

CONSERVATION FOCUS OF PARTNERSHIP
Sustainable cities

WWF is partnering with supermarkets, hotels, restaurants, 
and theme park to create ocean friendly menu and tackle 
one of the major issues facing our oceans today: destructive 
fishing	and	aquaculture	practices.	Fish	play	a	critical	role	in	
healthy ocean ecosystem, but this delicate is under threat. 
Join us to give our seas – and ourselves – a healthier future. 
Choose	sustainable	seafood.	Ocean-Friendly	menu	can	be	
found at:

•	AEON	Stores	(Hong	Kong)

•	Marco	Polo	Hotels	-	Hong	Kong

• Nina Hospitality

•	Ocean	Park	Hong	Kong

© Ocean Park Hong Kong© Marco Polo Hotels - Hong Kong
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COMMUNITY EDUCATION
The future of our planet depends on us all. 
Together, we can tackle the environmental 
challenges ahead to ensure nature will 
continue to thrive alongside future 
generations.

WWF’s education mission is to create 
conservation and sustainability advocates 
across all generations through fun, 
engaging	real-life	experiences.	This	work	
is supported by a  range of partners 
who work closely with WWF to create 
innovative programmes that engage people 
from all walks of life to become a voice for 
nature in their communities.

WE DEPEND ON THE 
NATURAL WORLD. SPECIES 
CONSERVATION, PROTECTING 
HABITATS AND A STABLE 
CLIMATE BENEFITS ALL OF US.
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Covestro	and	WWF-Hong	Kong	launched	a	marine	
microplastics	survey	together	with	our	One	Planet	Youth.	
Designed to increase our understanding of the scale of 
microplastics pollution in Hong Kong, the citizen science 
surveys	were	conducted	at	Tolo	Harbour	and	Mai	Po	
Nature	Reserve.	By	analysing	the	data	collected,	we	
hope to get a clearer picture of the types and quantity of 
microplastics in the territory. 

As	microplastics	are	classified	as	less	than	5mm	in	
length, the survey involved collecting water samples from 
different	sites,	sorting	out	the	microplastic	fragments	
under	a	microscope,	and	identifying	the	different	types	
of	microplastics	found.	Led	by	a	Covestro	representative,	
participants underwent a survey training programme, 
including an introduction to the chemical composition 
of plastic, why it’s so durable, and the common types 
we	encounter	in	our	daily	lives,	from	a	Covestro	
representative. Microplastic sample collection took place 
from	April	to	November	2019.

A total of 1,846 plastic items were collected from the 
two	locations,	with	concentration	as	high	as	870	pieces	
per 240L of water. The amount of plastic found in Tolo 
was	significantly	higher	than	that	at	Mai	Po.	In	general,	
the highest amounts of plastic were found in summer, 
almost 15 times more than was found in autumn. Over 
96%	of	the	samples	collected	were	less	than	1mm	in	size.				

COVESTRO

CONSERVATION FOCUS OF PARTNERSHIP
Oceans & community education

LEE KUM KEE FAMILY FOUNDATION
“THROUGHOUT THE PROGRAM, I HAVE 
FOUND THAT THE ACTIVE AGING ECO GUIDES 
TO BE WONDERFUL STORYTELLERS. THEY 
SHARE FASCINATING MEMORIES ABOUT 
LIFE AND NATURE IN HONG KONG AND IT 
IS REWARDING TO SEE THE ENERGY AND 
ENTHUSIASM THEY BRING TO THEIR WORK. 
THIS PROGRAMME HAS SHOWN THE POWER 
OF CONSERVATION TO BRING TOGETHER 
PEOPLE OF ALL AGES AND WALKS OF LIFE.” 
JASON LAU
WWF PROGRAMME MANAGER

Around the globe, there has been a lot of focus on young 
people sounding the alarm on environmental issues. At 
WWF we believe that we can engage and mobilise people 
of all ages to become a voice for nature. With Lee Kum Kee 
Family	Foundation’s	generous	support,	the	Active	Aging	Eco	
Guide	Program	was	created	to	harness	the	enthusiasm	and	
passion	of	adults	aged	50+	and	reconnect	them	with	their	
communities through conservation.

Research	has	found	that	adults	in	the	50+	age	group	are	
most	likely	to	experience	loneliness,	isolation,	and	poor	
self-esteem. This collaboration is tackling this by promoting 
social inclusion and cultivating a feeling of purpose among 
participants from this age group. In its second year, the 
Active	Aging	Eco	Guide	Program	has	now	benefited	over	
90	active	ageing	participants.	The	
interactive training programme 
equips participants with nature 
interpretation techniques, 
practical training and conservation 
knowledge to lead tours or serve 
as volunteers supporting events at 
WWF’s centres.

The programme emphasises 
intergenerational harmony as 
the trainees learn alongside 
participants of all ages for 
maximum	collaboration,	
integration and skill sharing.

CONSERVATION FOCUS OF PARTNERSHIP
Community	engagement
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Today’s young people will be the stewards of our 
planet in the years to come. WWF-Hong Kong strongly 
believes that youth education programmes can tackle 
environmental challenges and promote improved well-
being and positive values. This year with the support of 
The	Robert	H.	N.	Ho	Family	Foundation,	we	launched	
the	‘Flow	with	Nature:	Youth	Action	Project’	to	engage	
youth, students and teachers to care about our natural 
world,	explore	the	issues	facing	our	planet,	and	equip	

THE ROBERT H. N. HO FAMILY FOUNDATION
them to take positive action to protect it. The project will 
achieve this by training and mentoring youth and school 
student teams to create and implement self-led projects to 
address an environmental issue in their school or community.

The collaboration commenced in May 2021, and the team 
have jumped into action, beginning recruitment, preparation 
and training of project participants.

18 teachers & WWF 
youth alumni were 
recruited as project 
mentors 

2 mentor training workshops were organized in July and 
August.	The	workshop	included	a	sharing	by	the	City	
University	of	Hong	Kong’s	Positive	Education	Laboratory	to	
introduce	mentors	to	positive	education.	Positive	education	
is the combination of traditional education principles with 
an added focus on happiness and well being. The session 
also included a co-creation section where participants came 
together to design the learning journey for youth participants.

In	September,	the	first	
student orientation session 
was organized to share the 
programme overview with 
students and prepare them 
for upcoming activities.

CONSERVATION FOCUS OF PARTNERSHIP
Community	education
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Double Diamond members

China	Everbright	Environment	Group	Limited	

Jebsen Group

Kerry Holdings Limited

The	Hong	Kong	Jockey	Club

The	Hongkong	and	Shanghai	Banking	Corporation	Ltd.

The	Mari-Cha	Group	Limited

The Wharf (Holdings) Limited

Diamond members

Hayco Group

Pacific	Tiger	Group	Limited

Shaw & Sons Limited

Gold members

Crystal	International	Group	Limited

GP	Batteries	International	Limited

Hang Seng Bank

Henderson Land Group

MF Jebsen International Limited

MUJI	(Hong	Kong)	Company	Limited

Pearl members

Kowloon	Development	Company	Limited

Polytec	Asset	Holdings	Limited

Simatelex	Group

Swire	Properties	Limited

Silver members

Arup

Canon	Hongkong	Company	Limited

Chevalier	Group

China	Aircraft	Leasing	Group	Holdings	Limited

China	Tonghai	International	Financial	Limited

Chun	Wo	Construction	Holdings	Company	Limited

Cinda	International	Holdings	Limited

COMO	COMO

COSCO	SHIPPING	International	(Hong	Kong)	Co.,	Ltd.

EFT	Solutions	Limited

Elite	Partners	CPA	Limited

WWF-HONG KONG CORPORATE MEMBERS 2021

CMP MEMBERS LIST

E-pac	Packaging	Services	Co.	LTD

First Shanghai Group

Hong	Kong	Disneyland	Resort

Hysan	Development	Company	Limited

KPMG

Li and Fung Foundation

Lidl	Asia	Pte.	Ltd.

Lombard Odier

Man	Cheong	Metals	and	Building	Materials	Company	Limited

McDonald’s Hong Kong

MCM	Fashion	Group	Limited

Contact	our	corporate	
partnerships team and work with 
us to transform Hong Kong into 
Asia’s most sustainable city. 

Read	our	Corporate	
Sustainability 
Programme.

Discover the range of eco-guided 
visits and activities available for 
corporate members at our WWF 
visitor centres.

Modern Terminals Limited

MTR	Corporation	Limited

New	World	Development	Company	Limited

Olympus	Capital	Asia	/	Asia	Environmental	Partners

Pokfulam	Development	Co	Ltd

Shenzhou International Group Holdings Limited

Simmons Bedding & Furniture (HK) Limited

The	Bank	of	East	Asia,	Limited

Willey	Construction	&	Engineering	Company	Limited
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Argentina

Armenia

Australia

Austria

Azerbaijan

Belgium

Belize

Bhutan

Bolivia

Bulgaria

Brazil

Cambodia

Canada

Chile

China

Colombia

Denmark

Ecuador

Regional	Office	for	Africa

Fiji:	Southern	Pacific

Finland

France

Germany

Ghana

Greece

Guatemala

Honduras

Hong Kong

Hungary

India

Indonesia

Italy

Japan

Kenya

Korea

Laos

Madagascar 

Malaysia

Mexico

Mongolia

Mozambique

Nepal

Netherlands

New	Zealand

Norway

Pakistan

Paraguay

Peru

Philippines

Poland

Portugal

Romania

Russia

Singapore

Slovakia

South Africa

Spain

Suriname

Sweden

Switzerland

Tanzania

Thailand

Turkey

Uganda

United	Arab	Emirates

United Kingdom

Ukraine

United States

Vietnam

WWF International (Secretariat)

WWF OFFICES AND ASSOCIATES AROUND THE WORLD

Offices	in	Asia-Pacific	supporting	partnerships	for	more	sustainable	business	operations	and	supply	chains.

Adria

Arctic

Caucasus

Central	Africa

Central	America

Central	&	Eastern	Europe

Guianas

Mediterranean

Greater Mekong

Pacific

Senegal & West Africa

REGIONAL OFFICES

TOPICAL OFFICES
European	Policy	Office

THE WWF NETWORK
The	WWF	Living	Planet	Report	
shows an overall decline of 68% 
in population sizes of vertebrate 
species.	Read	more.
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The corporate world needs to
rethink the way it does business to help 

stop nature loss and create
a nature-positive future. 
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